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Batteries
Virtually all power generation systems require some form of energy storage. For grid-tied systems, the utility accepts surplus power 
and gives it back when needed. A battery bank is required for systems that need to function without the grid, either all of the time or 
during an outage. In these systems, the solar array or wind turbine charges the batteries whenever they are producing power, and the 
batteries supply power whenever it is needed.
The most common battery technology used for renewable energy systems is lead-acid, in which lead plates are submerged in sulfuric 
acid. Lead-acid batteries (while bulky) are relatively inexpensive and readily available compared to other battery types.
Lithium-ion battery technology encompasses a range of battery chemistries that use various lithium compounds to store electrical 
energy. These batteries are much smaller and lighter than equivalent lead-acid batteries and can be charged and discharged faster 
and to greater extremes without suffering damage, decreasing the capacity required. Despite being significantly more expensive than 
lead-acid batteries, they can be the right choice when transportation costs and/or storage space is at a premium. 

Battery Size
To properly design a battery bank, you need to account for the storage capacity required, the maximum discharge rate (the sum of 
all the loads which might be run simultaneously), the maximum charge rate (the current output from the solar array or wind turbine 
though the charge controller), and the minimum ambient temperature at which the batteries will be used. Whichever of these factors 
requires the largest capacity will dictate the size of the battery bank. The storage capacity of a battery—the amount of electrical energy 
it can hold—is usually expressed in amp-hours (Ah). Using one amp for 100 hours means 100 Ah have been used. A battery bank in 
a PV power system should have sufficient capacity to supply needed power during the longest expected period of cloudy weather. A 
lead-acid battery should be sized 20% to 50% larger than this amount, while a lithium-ion battery should be larger by at least 10% to 
20%. If there is a source of on-demand backup power, such as a standby generator with a battery charger, the battery bank does not 
have to be sized for worst-case weather conditions.

Lead-Acid Batteries
Lead-acid batteries come in a wide variety of sizes and types, but the most important designation is whether they are deep cycle bat-
teries or shallow cycle batteries.
Shallow cycle batteries, like the starting batteries in automobiles, are designed to supply a large amount of current for a short time 
and to stand mild overcharge without losing electrolyte; however, they cannot tolerate being deeply discharged. If they are repeatedly 
discharged to less than 50% of capacity, their useful life is dramatically shortened. Shallow cycle batteries are a poor choice for PV 
systems as they would be routinely discharged to the point of damage. Deep cycle batteries, on the other hand, are designed to be 
repeatedly discharged by as much as 80% of their capacity and are therefore a better choice for PV systems. Although they are designed 
to withstand deep cycling, these batteries will have a longer life if the cycles are shallower. Failing to fully recharge lead-acid batter-
ies after each cycle or letting them stay in a discharged condition for more than a few hours will cause a permanent loss of capacity.
Sealed lead-acid batteries (gel cells and absorbed glass mat) are often referred to as maintenance-free because they never need watering 
or an equalization charge. This makes them well-suited for remote or unattended power systems. However, sealed batteries require 
very accurate regulation to prevent overcharge and over-discharge. Either of these conditions will dramatically shorten their lives.

Caring for Lead-Acid Batteries
Always use extreme caution when handling batteries and electrolyte (sulfuric acid). Wear appropriate personal protective equipment, 
including electrical- and chemical-resistant gloves with sleeves, goggles, and acid-resistant clothing. “Battery acid” will instantly 
burn skin and eyes and destroy cotton and wool clothing.
Lead-acid batteries should always be recharged as soon as possible. The positive plates change from lead oxide when charged to lead 
sulfate when discharged. The longer they remain in the lead sulfate state, the more of the plate remains lead sulfate when the battery 
is recharged. The portion of the plates that become “sulfated” can no longer store energy. Batteries that are deeply discharged and 
then only partially charged on a regular basis often fail in less than one year. Check your batteries on a regular basis to be sure they 
are being charged. Use a hydrometer to check the specific gravity of your lead-acid batteries. If batteries are cycled very deeply and 
then recharged slowly, the specific gravity reading will be lower because of incomplete mixing of electrolyte.
Check the electrolyte level in wet-cell, or “flooded” batteries, at least once every 3 months and top-off each cell with distilled water. 
Do not add water to discharged batteries! Electrolyte is absorbed when batteries are discharged, so if you add water at this time and 
then recharge the battery, electrolyte will overflow and create a safety hazard. Keep the tops of your batteries clean and check that 
cables are tight. Do not tighten or remove cables while charging or discharging! Any spark around batteries can cause a hydrogen 
explosion inside the case and potentially ignite a fire or an even larger explosion if the batteries are not properly vented.
An “equalization” charge should be performed on flooded batteries whenever cells show a variation of 0.05 or more in specific grav- 
ity from each other. This is a long steady overcharge, bringing the battery to a gassing or bubbling state. Do not equalize sealed or 
gel-type batteries! With proper care, lead-acid batteries will have a long service life and work very well in almost any power system. 
Battery warranties do NOT cover damage due to poor maintenance or loss of capacity from sulfation.
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Battery Wiring Diagrams
The diagrams below show typical 12 VDC, 24 VDC and 48 VDC battery wiring configurations. Batteries can deliver extremely high 
current. Always install fuse protection on any positive wiring connected to batteries.
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Battery State-of-Charge
Battery state-of-charge (SOC) can be measured by an amp-hour meter, voltage, or by specific gravity. 
Some care and knowledge is required to interpret state-of-charge from voltage or specific gravity read-
ings. We recommend amp-hour meters for all systems with batteries. An amp-hour meter is like a fuel 
gauge for batteries and provides all the information needed to keep batteries charged. At a glance, the 
user can see system voltage, current, and battery condition (see Meters and Monitoring).
Battery voltage will vary for the same state-of-charge depending on whether the battery is being charged 
or discharged, and what the current is in relation to the size of the battery. The table below shows typical 
battery voltages at each state-of-charge for various battery conditions in flooded cell lead-acid batter-
ies. Voltage varies with temperature. While charging, a lower temperature will increase battery voltage. 
Full-charge voltage on a 12 VDC battery is 0.9 VDC higher at 32°F than at 70°F. While discharging, a 
higher temperature will increase battery voltage. There is little temperature effect while a battery is idle.
Source: Ralph Heisey of Bogart Engineering.

Battery Voltage at Various States of Charge

Battery condition at 77°F
Nominal battery voltage

12 VDC 24V DC 48 VDC
Battery during equalization charge > 15 VDC > 30 VDC > 60 VDC
Battery near full charge while charging 14.4 – 15 VDC 28.8 – 30 VDC 57.6 – 60 VDC
Battery near full discharge while charging 12.3 – 13.2 VDC 24.6 – 26.4 VDC 49.2 – 52.8 VDC
Battery fully charged with light load 12.4 – 12.7 VDC 24.8 – 25.4 VDC 49.6 – 50.8 VDC
Battery fully charged with heavy load 11.5 – 12.5 VDC 23 – 25 VDC 46 – 50 VDC
No charge or discharge for 6 hours - 100% charged 12.7 VDC 25.4 VDC 50.8 VDC
No charge or discharge for 6 hours - 80% charged 12.5 VDC 25 VDC 50 VDC
No charge or discharge for 6 hours - 60% charged 12.2 VDC 24.4 VDC 48.8 VDC
No charge or discharge for 6 hours - 40% charged 11.9 VDC 23.8 VDC 47.6 VDC
No charge or discharge for 6 hours - 20% charged 11.6 VDC 23.2 VDC 46.4 VDC
No charge or discharge for 6 hours -fully discharged 11.4 VDC 22.8 VDC 45.6 VDC
Battery near full discharge while discharging 10.2 – 11.2 VDC 20.4 – 22.4 VDC 40.8 – 44.8 VDC

A hydrometer is very accurate at measuring battery state-of-charge if you measure the electrolyte near 
A hydrometer is very accurate at measuring battery state-of-charge if you measure the electrolyte near 
the plates. Unfortunately, you can only measure the electrolyte at the top of the battery, which is not 
always near the plates. When a battery is being charged or discharged, a chemical reaction takes place 
at the border between the lead plates and the electrolyte. The electrolyte changes from water to sulfuric 
acid while charging. The acid becomes stronger, increasing the specific gravity, as the battery charges. 
Near the end of the charging cycle, gas bubbles rising through the acid stir the fluid. It takes several hours 
for the electrolyte to mix so that you get an accurate reading at the top of the battery. Always try to take 
readings after the battery has been idle or slowly discharging for some time.
This table shows the battery state-of-charge corresponding to various specific gravities for a battery bank 
in an ambient temperature of 75°F.

Hydrometer Readings at Ambient Temperature of 75˚F
State-of-charge Specific gravity
100% charged 1.265
75% charged 1.239
50% charged 1.2
25% charged 1.17

Fully discharged 1.11
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Worksheet: Battery Sizing
Use this worksheet to determine what size battery bank is required for your system. Battery size, or 
capacity, is measured in amp-hours. Battery voltage is determined by the number of “cells” in series. All 
lead-acid battery cells have a nominal output of 2 VDC. Actual cell voltage varies from about 1.7 VDC 
at full discharge to 2.4 VDC at full charge. 12 VDC lead-acid batteries are made of 6 separate cells in one 
case. 6 VDC batteries are made of 3 cells in one case. Putting battery cells in parallel increases amp-hour 
capacity, but does not change voltage.

Step 1: Total average amp-hours per day required (see Off-Grid Load Worksheet on page 10) 

Step 2: Maximum number of continuous cloudy days of desired backup (usually 2 or more days)

Step 3: Multiply Step 1 result by Step 2 result

Step 4: Divide Step 3 result by 0.5 to 0.8 for discharge reserve:
0.5 will maintain a 50% reserve and maximize battery life
0.8 will maintain a 20% reserve and minimize battery bank size

Step 5: If you are using a lead-acid battery, select the multiplier from the table below that corresponds 
to the battery’s wintertime average ambient temperature

Step 6: Maximum current that will be drawn by the loads for 10 minutes or more

Step 7: Maximum output current (in amps) of PV array or other battery charger

Step 8: Multiply the Step 7 result by 10

Step 9: Amp-hours from Step 4, 6, or 8, whichever is greatest

Step 10: Multiply the Step 5 and step 9 results to get required amp-hour capacity

Step 11: Capacity of preferred battery in amp-hours

Step 12: Divide Step 10 result by Step 11 result and round up to a whole number. This is the number 
of parallel strings required

Step 13: Divide the system voltage (12, 24, or 48) by the voltage of the chosen battery 
(2 V, 6 V or 12 V) to determine the number of batteries in each string

Step 14: Multiply the Step 12 result by the step 13 result to determine the total number of batteries needed

Battery Bank Low Temperature Sizing Multiplier
Battery temperature Multiplier

80ºF [26.7ºC] 1
70ºF [21.2ºC] 1.04
60ºF [15.6ºC] 1.11
50ºF [10.0ºC] 1.19
40ºF [4.4ºC] 1.3
30ºF [-1.1ºC] 1.4
20ºF [-6.7ºC] 1.59
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East Penn/MK Battery
MK Sealed PV/Solar Batteries
MK sealed batteries are designed for maintenance-free operation for the life of the battery. Sealed con-
struction eliminates periodic watering, corrosive acid fumes, and spills. Tank formed plates ensure voltage 
matching between cells. Most models are rated non-spillable by ICAO, IATA, and DOT, allowing them 
to be transported by air and requiring no special containers for ground shipping. Exceptions are the AGM 
models marked with asterisks in the table, which cannot be shipped by air freight or UPS and must be 
shipped by truck freight on pallets. MK sealed gel and AGM batteries are covered by a 1-year warranty. 
Delivered from one of 20 MK warehouses across the U.S. Made in USA. 

East Penn MK Sealed Gel Batteries
The gelled electrolyte won’t stratify, so no equalization charging is required. Less than 2% per month standby loss means low dis-
charge during transport and storage. These batteries are rated for 1,000 cycles at 50% depth of discharge and 600 cycles at 80% 
depth of discharge. Gel batteries are best for cycling operations and where very cold temperatures are expected. They can operate at 
temperatures from -76 to 140°F. UL MH17218 recognized components.

East Penn MK HD Sealed Gel Batteries
The 8GGC2 battery has long been known for its superior industrial deep cycle capability. With its special active material, this battery 
is rated for 2,000 cycles at 50% depth of discharge and 1,200 cycles at 80% depth of discharge. Now the 8G4DLTP and 8G8DLTP 
batteries are made using the same construction for similar deep cycle capability and ruggedness.

T975

3/8" DIA.
1-7/8"

1-7/8"Dual

1-1/8"

1-25/32"

11/32" DIA.

T876

1-3/6"

3/8" DIA.

2-9/16"

T874 1-1/16" 

1"

FITS 1/4" BOLT

MK Sealed Gel Solar Batteries

Model Volts Terminal
Capacity Dimensions 

(L" x W" x H") Weight Item code
20-hr rate 100-hr rate

8GU1 12 V T874 31.2 Ahr 36.1 Ahr 7.8 x 5.2 x 7.3 24 lbs 040-03015
8G22NF 12 V T881 50 Ahr 57 Ahr 9.38 x 5.5 x 9.25 38 lbs 040-03018
8G24UT 12 V T881 73.6 Ahr 84 Ahr 10.9 x 6.8 x 9.9 53.6 lbs 040-03022

8G27 12 V T876 86.4 Ahr 99 Ahr 12.75 x 6.75 x 9.75 63.2 lbs 040-03024
8G30H 12 V T876 97.6 Ahr 108 Ahr 12.94 x 6.75 x 9.75 71.7 lbs 040-03027

MK Sealed HD Gel Solar Batteries
8G4DLTP 12 V T975 183 Ahr 210 Ahr 21.0 x 8.5 x 10.8 137 lbs 040-03030
8G8DLTP 12 V T975 225 Ahr 265 Ahr 21.0 x 11 x 10.8 166 lbs 040-03033
8GGC2 6 V DUAL 180 Ahr 198 Ahr 10.3 x 7.2 x 10.9 68 lbs 040-03036
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East Penn MK Sealed AGM Batteries
These are completely sealed, absorbed glass mat, valve-regulated batteries with efficient recombination. 
AGM batteries are recommended for battery backup standby power systems where batteries are in float 
service with occasional deep discharges. They can operate at temperatures from -40 to 140°F. Delivered 
from one of 20 MK warehouses across the U.S. Components are listed to UL MH17218.

MK Sealed AGM Batteries

Model Volts Terminal
Capacity Dimensions 

(L" x W" x H") Weight Item code
20-hr rate 100-hr rate

8AU1H 12 V T874 32.5 Ahr 37 Ahr 7.8 x 5.2 x 7.3 24 lbs 040-03117
8A22NF 12 V T881 55 Ahr 63 Ahr 9.38 x 5.5 x 9.25 38 lbs 040-03120
8A24DT 12 V T881 79 Ahr 91 Ahr 10.9 x 6.8 x 9.9 53.6 lbs 040-03123

8A27 12 V T876 92 Ahr 106 Ahr 12.75 x 6.75 x 9.75 63.2 lbs 040-03126
8A31DT1 12 V DUAL 105 Ahr 116 Ahr 12.94 x 6.75 x 9.75 71.7 lbs 040-03129

8A4DLTP1 12 V T975 200 Ahr 216 Ahr 20.8 x 8.5 x 10 130 lbs 040-03132
8A8DLTP1 12 V T975 245 Ahr 257 Ahr 20.8 x 11 x 10 161 lbs 040-03135

8AGC2 6 V T881 200 Ahr 220 Ahr 10.3 x 7.2 x 10.9 69 lbs 040-03137

1Must be shipped by truck freight

East Penn MK 8L-16 Flooded 6-Volt Deep Cycle Battery
This version of East Penn’s MK L-16 battery features flag terminals and a heavy duty plastic case. MK 
L-16 batteries are made in the USA. Capacity is 370 Ah at a 20-hour rate and 420 Ah at a 100-hour rate. 
This is one of the best values we have found in a deep cycle lead-acid battery.

MK L16 Flooded Batteries

Model Volts Dimensions 
(L" x W" x H") Weight Item code

8L-16 6 V 11.75 x 7 x 17.3 113 lbs 040-01957
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more!
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In the most remote locations and in some of the harshest environments imaginable, 

rock solid performance has made OutBack Power the Masters of the Off-Grid.™ 

Encased in a hardened, cast-aluminum chassis, OutBack’s pure sine-wave  

inverter technology has become the leading choice for demanding, 

mission-critical applications.

Rifugio Alimonta, an international mecca for professional  
mountain climbers, depends on OutBack products for reliable power.

From the Andes to the Alps, from the Baja to your 

own backyard, OutBack delivers the power to 

make life better. Legendary off-grid reliability and 

proven performance are now helping OutBack 

Power become the First Choice for the New Grid.

Only one inverter
is king of the mountain…
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OutBack
EnergyCell RE Batteries
OutBack has introduced the first deep cycle front terminal rack mount batteries to the solar industry. 
These batteries and enclosure install more easily and in less space than other rack-mounted solutions. 
As sealed AGM batteries, they require no electrolyte maintenance and are made for both cycle and float 
service. The large capacity of these batteries reduces the number of parallel strings required to serve a 
stand-alone or backup power system. These are rated for 1,800 cycles at 50% depth of discharge and 600 
cycles at 80% depth of discharge. The protected front terminal cable attachment allows safe, easy, space 
efficient installations. One busbar is included with each battery and is used to make series connections 
between side-by-side batteries. Made in USA.

OutBack Integrated Battery Rack 
The OutBack enclosure is designed to work with the OutBack EnergyCell batteries and provides best-in-
class safety and ease of install. This enclosure is set up for a 48 VDC nominal battery system with one, 
two, or three parallel strings of OutBack EnergyCell RE batteries. The enclosure incorporates a circuit 
breaker for each 48 VDC parallel battery string. Having the wiring for each battery string already in 
place saves time in specifying and installing a battery bank. The cabling is balanced in length for even 
charge and discharge on each string and provides a common connection point for cabling to the inverter 
and power system. Each string is wired with AWG 1/0 cable and a 175 A circuit breaker. The enclosure is 
heavy powder-coated aluminum with clear polycarbonate covers for the front and electrical connections. 
A shunt kit is available (not included) that can be installed on the negative busbar. Also available is a 
convenient conduit knockout for the cables to the inverter power system (not included). Made in USA. 

OutBack EnergyCell RE Battery and Rack

Model Volts
Capacity Dimensions 

(L" x W" x H") Weight Item code
20-hr rate 100-hr rate

170 RE 12 V 153.8 Ahr 169.8 Ahr 22 x 4.95 x 11.14 115 lbs 040-01170
200 RE 12 V 178 Ahr 200 Ahr 22 x 4.95 x 12.6 131 lbs 040-01171

IBR-3-48-175 OutBack integrated battery rack 48.6 x 27 x 24.4 86 lbs 048-03000
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Trojan
Commercial Deep Cycle Lead-Acid Batteries
Trojan batteries have been one of the most popular batteries in off-grid power systems for the past 25 
years. Trojan’s Renewable Energy (RE) Series (L16RE-2V, L16RE-A, L16RE-B and T105-RE) is a line 
of technologically advanced deep cycle lead-acid batteries optimized for renewable energy applications, 
such as solar PV, small wind, and micro hydro. They have heavier duty separators and plates designed for 
longer life, and their warranty has been extended to 2 years free replacement and 60 months additional 
prorated on the L16s and 36 months additional prorated on the T-105 

Trojan Industrial Deep Cycle Lead-Acid Batteries
Trojan’s industrial line of batteries is made specifically for off-grid renewable energy systems and other 
deep cycle applications where a long lifetime with daily cycling is desired. Designed for reliable power, 
they feature a dual container housing for extra protection against acid spills and case damage. Rated for 
1500 cycles at 80% depth of discharge. Full warranty for 3 years and prorated up to 8 years.

Trojan Deep Cycle Lead-Acid Batteries

Model Volts Capacity Dimensions 
(L" x W" x H") Weight Item code20-hr rate 100-hr rate

T-105-RE 6 V 225 Ahr 250 Ahr 10.38 x 7.13 x 11.25 67 lbs 040-01937
L16RE-A 6 V 325 Ahr 360 Ahr 11.63 x 7 x 17.7 115 lbs 040-01965
L16RE-B 6 V 370 Ahr 410 Ahr 11.63 x 7 x 17.7 118 lbs 040-01967
L16RE-2 2 V 1,110 Ahr 1,235 Ahr 11.63 x 7 x 17.7 119 lbs 040-01920
IND9-6V 6 V 445 Ahr 545 Ahr 22.38 x 10.25 x 24 220 lbs 040-02026
IND13-6V 6 V 673 Ahr 820 Ahr 22.38 x 10.25 x 24 315 lbs 040-02027
IND17-6V 6 V 897 Ahr 1,090 Ahr 26.7 x 10.25 x 24 415 lbs 040-02028
IND23-4V 4 V 1,233 Ahr 1,500 Ahr 22.38 x 10.25 x 24 370 lbs 040-02029
IND29-4V 4 V 1,570 Ahr 1,910 Ahr 26.7 x 10.25 x 24 465 lbs 040-02030
IND27-2V 2 V 1,457 Ahr 1,780 Ahr 15.4 x 10.25 x 24 228 lbs 040-02031
IND33-2V 2 V 1,794 Ahr 2,187 Ahr 17.3 x 10.25 x 24 278 lbs 040-02032

Trojan Industrial Line Accessories
Model Description Item code
220006 IND Battery Kit with hydrometer, log book and manual 040-09920
220003 IND Battery Watering Kit 12 V with tubing, fittings, hand pump, manual 040-09921
220004 IND Battery Watering Kit 24 V with tubing, fittings, hand pump, manual 040-09922
220005 IND Battery Watering Kit 48 V with tubing, fittings, hand pump, manual 040-09923



Available worldwide. For more information, 

call (800) 423–6569, +1 (562) 236–3000 or visit us at TrojanBatteryRE.com
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When you’re worlds away from the grid, or when an unstable 

grid makes you dependent on alternate power sources, you’re 

in Trojan territory. It’s a place where reliable power is absolutely 

essential, and that’s exactly what Trojan’s line of flooded, AGM 

and gel Renewable Energy batteries deliver.

Exceptionally dependable and powerful, Trojan’s proprietary 

deep-cycle technology and more than 85 years of battery 

know-how make it the most reliable battery in the industry. 

Backed by specialized technical support teams and a world–

class warranty, Trojan means reliability.

Regardless of the application, when it comes to renewable 

energy storage and backup power, reliability means everything.
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Protective polycarbonate 
covers not shown.

Lincoln Dahl, Managing Director of African Energy

THE BEST OFF-GRID BATTERY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

When you ship a battery to the middle of Africa
it needs to work and work well – which is why

we only distribute Rolls Batteries.

OUR
BATTERIES

PASS THE
TOUGHEST

INDEPENDENT
TEST:  

OUR
CUSTOMERS.

see more of
what actual customers
think at rollsbattery.com

THE BEST OFF-GRID BATTERY FOR OVER 25 YEARS
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Rolls/Surrette
S-series Batteries
These L16-sized batteries are rated at 1,000 cycles to 50% depth of discharge. Shipping requirements 
and free-shipping threshold quantities vary by region, so be sure to indicate your commercial ship-to 
address when ordering. 

Rolls S-Series Batteries

Model Volts
Capacity Dimensions 

(L" x W" x H") Weight Item code
20-hr rate 100-hr rate

S-460 6 V 350 Ahr 460 Ahr 12.28 x 7.12 x 17 117 lbs 040-02106
S-530 6 V 400 Ahr 530 Ahr 12.28 x 7.12 x 17 125 lbs 040-02109
S-600 6 V 450 Ahr 600 Ahr 12.28 x 7.12 x 17 125 lbs 040-02110
S-1380 2 V 1,050 Ahr 1,380 Ahr 12.28 x 7.12 x 17 125 lbs 040-02113
S-1580 2 V 1,200 Ahr 1,596 Ahr 12.28 x 7.12 x 17 125 lbs 040-02114
S-1750 2 V 1,300 Ahr 1,728 Ahr 12.28 x 7.12 x 17 125 lbs 040-02115

Rolls Deep Cycle Industrial Flooded Batteries
These dual container Rolls Deep Cycle Industrial Flooded batteries from Surrette are high-capacity 
batteries with a heavy-duty plate grid to resist positive plate breakdown. The plates are double insulated 
with a glass mat and a polyethylene envelope to prevent separator misalignment, cracked separators, 
treeing, or shorting at the bottoms or sides. Rolls batteries are rated at 3,200 cycles at 50% depth of dis- 
charge. Each 2 VDC cell is built into its own lightweight container made of durable polypropylene with 
the cover thermally bonded to the container to prevent acid leakage. The cells are then assembled into a 
tough, lightweight polyethylene outer container with a removable lid. Even if the outer case is broken, the 
battery remains operable and spill-free. The individual cells of the CS and KS series are bolted together, 
allowing the battery to be disassembled. The cells can be independently removed, which facilitates easy 
on-site installation, disassembly, assembly, or replacements of individual cells without special skills or 
tools. All 5000 Series Rolls Batteries, including the CS & KS models, come with a 10-year limited 
warranty, 3-year full warranty, and 7-year prorated warranty. 

Rolls Deep Cycle Industrial Flooded Batteries

Model Volts
Capacity Dimensions 

(L" x W" x H") Weight Item code
20-hr rate 100-hr rate

2-KS-33PS 2 V 1,766 Ahr 2,491 Ahr 15.44 x 8.31 x 24.81 208 lbs 040-02220
2-YS-31PS 2 V 2,430 Ahr 3,435 Ahr 15.50 x 9 x 31.63 285 lbs 040-02221
4-CS-17PS 4 V 546 Ahr 770 Ahr 14.38 x 8.25 x 18.25 128 lbs 040-02223
4-KS-21PS 4 V 1,104 Ahr 1,557 Ahr 15.75 x 9.38 x 24.75 267 lbs 040-02226
4-KS-25PS 4 V 350 Ahr 1,900 Ahr 15.75 x 10.63 x 24.75 315 lbs 040-02229
6-CS-17PS 6 V 546 Ahr 770 Ahr 22 x 8.25 x 18.25 221 lbs 040-02232
6-CS-21PS 6 V 683 Ahr 963 Ahr 22 x 9.75 x 18.25 271 lbs 040-02235
6-CS-25PS 6 V 820 Ahr 1,156 Ahr 23 x11.25 x 18.25 318 lbs 040-02238
8-CS-17PS 8 V 546 Ahr 770 Ahr 28.25 x 8.25 x 18.25 294 lbs 040-02247
8-CS-25PS 8 V 820 Ahr 1,156 Ahr 28.25 x 11.25 x 18.25 424 lbs 040-02250
12-CS-11PS 12 V 357 Ahr 503 Ahr 22 x 11.25 x 18.25 272 lbs 040-02259



Lincoln Dahl, Managing Director of African Energy

THE BEST OFF-GRID BATTERY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

When you ship a battery to the middle of Africa
it needs to work and work well – which is why

we only distribute Rolls Batteries.

OUR
BATTERIES

PASS THE
TOUGHEST

INDEPENDENT
TEST:  

OUR
CUSTOMERS.

see more of
what actual customers
think at rollsbattery.com

THE BEST OFF-GRID BATTERY FOR OVER 25 YEARS
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Fast, Accurate Shipping to your Job Site. With just-in-time delivery and blind 
drop shipping, we can ship directily to your customers, just as if it came directly from you.
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HuP Solar-One
2100 Cycle Industrial Batteries
The Solar-One battery with HuP Technology is optimized for renewable energy systems. It has a slightly 
enlarged epoxy-coated steel case that allows cell removal so it can be installed by parts without a forklift 
or crane. Solar-One batteries are designed with 0.310” thick positive plates and a patented technology 
that allows them to be warranted for 2,100 cycles to 80% depth of discharge. The 10-year warranty, 
7-year free replacement, and 3-year prorated, is the best in the industry. Each Solar-One battery is made 
up of six 2 VDC cells and comes with stainless steel hardware, lead-plated copper busbars, a cell-lifting 
strap and an operator/installation manual. Order two for 24 VDC systems or four for 48 VDC systems. 
Please allow up to 8 weeks for delivery. Free shipping to commercial locations in the continental USA. 

Solar-One Hup Batteries

Model Volts Capacity 
20-hr rate

Dimensions 
(L" x W" x H") Weight Item code

SO-6-85-17 12 V 845 Ahr 40 x 7.75 x 25 742 lbs 040-05269-A
SO-6-85-19 12 V 950 Ahr 40 x 8.25 x 25 808 lbs 040-05272-A
SO-6-85-21 12 V 1,055 Ahr 40 x 8.75 x 25 880 lbs 040-05275-A
SO-6-85-23 12 V 1,160 Ahr 40 x 9 x 25 959 lbs 040-05278-A
SO-6-85-25 12 V 1,270 Ahr 40 x 10.25 x 25 1,036 lbs 040-05281-A
SO-6-85-27 12 V 1,375 Ahr 40 x 11.25 x 25 1,102 lbs 040-05284-A
SO-6-85-31 12 V 1,585 Ahr 40 x 12.75 x 25 1,252 lbs 040-05290-A
SO-6-85-33 12 V 1,690 Ahr 40 x 13.5 x 25 1,336 lbs 040-05293-A

SO-6-100-33 12 V 1,990 Ahr 40 x 13.5 x 28 1,550 lbs 040-05295
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East Penn
Deka Unigy II Sealed Industrial Batteries
The Deka Unigy II line features a wide range of capacities to fit the requirements of renewable energy 
applications. These batteries are well-suited for float applications with an occasional deep discharge, 
such as battery backup for grid-connected systems. The front safety shield design easily clips on and off 
without tools for quick assembly. The modules are coated with acid-resistant paint, and each module has 
mounting holes for a grounding option. They come with flame retardant polyethylene cases.
These batteries are available with interlocked frames for locations with tough seismic requirements, and 
non-interlocked frames where this is not required. The interlocking module frames require only front 
access bolts for mounting, providing quick and safe installation. Their standard one-piece base can be 
used as an anchoring template or anchors can be drilled and installed with the base in place. They are 
certified to UBC 97 Zone 4 Top of Building up to 8 modules high.
The non-interlock modules require front and rear access bolts for mounting, providing easy and safe 
installation. The standard two-piece base enables anchors to be drilled and installed with base in place. 
The non-interlock version is certified to UBC 97 Zone 2B Top of Building up to 8 modules high.

Deka Unigy II Sealed Industrial Batteries

Model Volts
Capacity Dimensions 1, 2 

(W" x H" x D") Weight Item code3

20-hr rate 100-hr rate
6AVR95-7 12 V 388 Ahr 400 Ahr 19 x 9.48 x 27.12 339 lbs 040-06006-NL
6AVR95-9 12 V 452 Ahr 540 Ahr 23.5 x 9.48 x 27.12 426 lbs 040-06007-NL
6AVR95-11 12 V 564 Ahr 670 Ahr 28 x 9.48 x 27.12 512 lbs 040-06008-NL
6AVR95-13 12 V 678 Ahr 810 Ahr 32.5 x 9.48 x 27.12 600 lbs 040-06009-NL
6AVR95-15 12 V 791 Ahr 941 Ahr 37 x 9.48 x 27.12 688 lbs 040-06028-NL
3AVR95-17 6 V 904 Ahr 1,076 Ahr 21.9 x 9.48 x 27.12 404 lbs 040-06029-NL
3AVR95-19 6 V 1,016 Ahr 1,210 Ahr 24.15 x 9.48 x 27.12 448 lbs 040-06030-NL
3AVR95-21 6 V 1,129 Ahr 1,345 Ahr 26.4 x 9.48 x 27.12 491 lbs 040-06031-NL
3AVR95-23 6 V 1,242 Ahr 1,479 Ahr 28.65 x 9.48 x 27.12 535 lbs 040-06032-NL
3AVR95-25 6 V 1,355 Ahr 1,614 Ahr 30.9 x 9.48 x 27.12 578 lbs 040-06033-NL
3AVR95-27 6 V 1,468 Ahr 1,748 Ahr 33.15 x 9.48 x 27.12 618 lbs 040-06034-NL
3AVR95-29 6 V 1,581 Ahr 1,882 Ahr 35.4 x 9.48 x 27.12 665 lbs 040-06035-NL
3AVR95-31 6 V 1,694 Ahr 2,017 Ahr 37.65 x 9.48 x 27.12 705 lbs 040-06036-NL
3AVR95-33 6 V 1,807 Ahr 2,151 Ahr 39.9 x 9.48 x 27.12 749 lbs 040-06037-NL

2AVR125-33 4 V 2,367 Ahr 2,930 Ahr 27.32 x 11.7 x 31.12 753 lbs 040-06038-IL

1 Height, depth and weight are slightly greater for interlock modules
2 Overall battery height = (module height - 1.44") x # modules + 4"
3 For interlock use -IL instead of -NL suffix (040-06038 is IL only)
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Absolyte GP Industrial Sealed Batteries
ReStore Energy Systems/GNB
ReStore’s Absolyte GP Industrial Sealed Battery was developed by GNB (a division of Exide) in 
conjunction with Sandia National Laboratories. This is the first valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) large 
capacity, deep cycle battery designed for deep discharge recovery. In float conditions, these batteries will 
last up to 20 years at 25°C (77°F) with proper charging; in cycling conditions, they will survive at least 
1,200 cycles to 80% DOD with proper charging. Sealed cells with absorbed glass mat (AGM) separa-
tors eliminate the need for periodic water additions. Periodic visual inspections, voltage readings, and 
connection retorquing are still required.
Protective steel tray housings offer maximum installation flexibility, and the Absolute GP is normally 
stacked horizontally up to eight high for use in 1997 UBC/2001 CBC Seismic Zone IV (at or below 
grade). This yields high capacity in a small footprint and frees up floor space for other equipment, and 
because they are sealed, they do not require a separate battery room. These batteries meet the stringent IEC 
896 and BS 6290 standards and are UL listed. They are manufactured in accordance to ISO 9001:2000 
standards and are designed to meet Telcordia SR4228 and GR-63-CORE (NEBS) requirements.
When ordering, please specify the positive and negative terminal locations and stacking configuration. 
All cell connections are included for single series string configurations. Connections for parallel strings 
are sold separately.
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GNB Absolyte GP Industrial Sealed Batteries

Model Volts
Capacity Dimensions 

(W" x H" x D") Weight Item code
20-hr rate 100-hr rate

6 Cell 12 Volt Battery Modules
6-50G05 12 V 120 Ahr 140 Ahr 17.19 x 8.53 x 16.22 157 lbs 040-04409
6-50G07 12 V 182 Ahr 210 Ahr 21.69 x 8.53 x 16.22 209 lbs 040-04412
6-50G09 12 V 240 Ahr 290 Ahr 26.19 x 8.53 x 16.22 252 lbs 040-04415
6-50G13 12 V 360 Ahr 430 Ahr 35.19 x 8.53 x 16.22 356 lbs 040-04421
6-90G07 12 V 300 Ahr 360 Ahr 21.69 x 8.53 x 23.56 316 lbs 040-04430
6-90G09 12 V 400 Ahr 480 Ahr 26.19 x 8.53 x 23.56 396 lbs 040-04433
6-90G11 12 V 500 Ahr 600 Ahr 30.69 x 8.53 x 23.56 477 lbs 040-04436
6-90G13 12 V 600 Ahr 720 Ahr 35.19 x 8.53 x 23.56 557 lbs 040-04439
6-90G15 12 V 700 Ahr 840 Ahr 39.69 x 8.59 x 23.56 637 lbs 040-04442

3 Cell 6 Volt Battery Modules
3-100G13 6 V 680 Ahr 790 Ahr 19.93 x 8.53 x 26.38 328 lbs 040-04313
3-100G15 6 V 800 Ahr 920 Ahr 22.18 x 8.59 x 26.38 374 lbs 040-04316
3-100G17 6 V 900 Ahr 1,000 Ahr 24.5 x 8.59 x 26.38 424 lbs 040-04319
3-100G19 6 V 1,020 Ahr 1,100 Ahr 26.75 x 8.59 x 26.38 470 lbs 040-04322
3-100G21 6 V 1,140 Ahr 1,300 Ahr 29 x 8.59 x 26.38 515 lbs 040-04325
3-100G23 6 V 1,260 Ahr 1,400 Ahr 31.25 x 8.59 x 26.38 561 lbs 040-04328
3-100G25 6 V 1,360 Ahr 1,500 Ahr 33.5 x 8.59 x 26.38 608 lbs 040-04331
3-100G27 6 V 1,460 Ahr 1,700 Ahr 35.75 x 8.59 x 26.38 653 lbs 040-04334
3-100G29 6 V 580 Ahr 1,800 Ahr 38 x 8.59 x 26.38 704 lbs 040-04337
3-100G31 6 V 1,700 Ahr 1,900 Ahr 40.25 x 8.59 x 26.38 750 lbs 040-04340
3-100G33 6 V 1,820 Ahr 2,100 Ahr 42.5 x 8.59 x 26.38 795 lbs 040-04343

Parallel Cell 2 Volt Battery Modules
1-100G39 2 V 2,040 Ahr 2,370 Ahr 19.93 x 8.53 x 26.38 328 lbs 040-04225
1-100G45 2 V 2,340 Ahr 2,760 Ahr 22.18 x 8.59 x 26.38 374 lbs 040-04228
1-100G51 2 V 2,700 Ahr 3,000 Ahr 24.5 x 8.59 x 26.38 424 lbs 040-04231
1-100G57 2 V 3,060 Ahr 3,300 Ahr 26.75 x 8.59 x 26.38 470 lbs 040-04234
1-100G63 2 V 3,420 Ahr 3,900 Ahr 29 x 8.59 x 26.38 515 lbs 040-04237
1-100G69 2 V 3,780 Ahr 4,200 Ahr 31.25 x 8.59 x 26.38 561 lbs 040-04240
1-100G75 2 V 4,080 Ahr 4,500 Ahr 33.5 x 8.59 x 26.38 608 lbs 040-04243
1-100G81 2 V 4,440 Ahr 5,100 Ahr 35.75 x 8.59 x 26.38 653 lbs 040-04246
1-100G87 2 V 4,800 Ahr 5,400 Ahr 38 x 8.59 x 26.38 704 lbs 040-04249
1-100G93 2 V 5,100 Ahr 5,700 Ahr 40.25 x 8.59 x 26.38 750 lbs 040-04252
1-100G99 2 V 5,460 Ahr 6,300 Ahr 42.5 x 8.59 x 26.38 795 lbs 040-04255
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Lithium Ion Batteries
AEE Solar is pleased to offer lithium ion batteries for applications that require deep cycle capability, 
a long life span, high capacity, fast discharge/recharge and low weight. Thanks to the required Battery 
Management System (BMS), they can be operated at any state-of-charge without degradation.

Valence
XP LiFeMgPO4 Batteries
These Lithium Iron Magnesium Phosphate batteries are intrinsically safer than li metal oxide 
batteries and will not heat up or catch fire when physically damaged. Valence XP batteries can be 
cycled 100% and give about 2,500 cycles of service to 80% of initial capacity. Compared to lead-acid 
batteries, these are about one-third lighter and offer up to 50% greater capacity for the same physical 
dimensions. Capacity is reduced to about 90% at freezing and 80% at 14°F. These can be efficiently 
charged in as little as 2 ½ hours or more slowly as needed. Most battery chargers and charge controllers 
capable of managing AGM or gel cells will properly charge these batteries. To keep the cells equal in 
capacity, they should be fully charged about once per week, but longer intervals will not damage the 
cells. Self-discharge is about 1% per month, less if put into storage mode. Capacity for a battery bank 
can be as large as needed since there is no limitation on the number of parallel strings.
Due to the novelty and unique characteristics of this battery technology, each battery bank design must 
be approved by the manufacturer. Additional devices are needed for a complete battery system. Call 
AEE Solar Technical Support for assistance with a battery system design.

Valence Lithium Ion Batteries 

Model Volts
Capacity Dimensions 

(L" x W" x H") Weight Item code
5-hr rate

U1-12XP 12.8 V 40 Ahr 7.76 x 5.16 x 7.17 14.3 lbs 040-07001
U24-12XP 12.8 V 110 Ahr 10.24 x 6.77 x 8.86 34.8 lbs 040-07002
U27-12XP 12.8 V 138 Ahr 12.05 x 6.77 x 8.86 42.9 lbs 040-07003
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MidNite Solar
Battery Enclosures
These grey powder-coated steel battery enclosures with locking doors are ETL listed for indoor use in 
the U.S. and Canada. They are designed for use with sealed batteries. The MNBE-A ships by UPS, but 
all other sizes ship by truck freight. The –C enclosures are shipped assembled and require a crate fee. 
All other enclosures shipped knocked down. Choose the proper sized enclosure for the size and number 
of batteries that you need. Use multiple enclosures, side-by-side, for larger battery banks. The MNBE-A 
and MNBE-B enclosures can be stacked two high. The MNBE-D3R is an aluminum outdoor enclosure 
that is identical to the MNBE-D.

MidNite Solar Battery Enclosures

Model Battery type Battery 
capacity

Shelves 
included Dimensions Shipping  

dimensions Weight Item code

MNBE-A
27 or 31 6

2 27.25" x 29" x 14.5" 30" x 32" x 7.5" 65 lbs 048-05501
8D 2

MNBE-B 27 or 31  
or GC2 8 2 34.2" x 34" x 15.25" 49" x 19" x 8" & 

50" x 19" x 9" 104 lbs 048-05503

MNBE-C 27 or 31  
or GC2 12 3

55" x 36.5" x 16"
Ships by truck on 
a 42" x 42" x 60" 

pallet1
190 lbs

048-05505

MNBE-C8D 4D or 8D 4 4 048-05509

MNBE-D 27, 31, GC2 8 2 42" x 34" x 15.5" 49" x 19" x 8" & 
50" x 19" x 9" 117 lbs 048-05506

MNBE-D3R 27, 31, GC2 8 2 42" x 34" x 15.5" 49" x 19" x 8" & 
50" x 19" x 9" 82 lbs 048-05507

MNBE-E 27, 31, GC2 
or L16 8 2 48" x 34" x 15.5" 49" x 19" x 8" & 

50" x 19" x 9" 128 lbs 048-05508

Extra shelf Extra Shelf for MNBE-C, MNBE-D or MNBE-D3R 048-05520

1Crate fee applies

MNBE-A

MNBE-D

MNBE-B

MNBE-C
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Heavy Duty Plastic Battery Enclosures
These battery enclosures are made from HDPE plastic, the same material used to manufacture the outside 
cases of batteries. A removable lid with handles allows easy access to the batteries for service. Enclosures 
for L-16s are made with a removable middle section that minimizes lifting when installing the batteries. 
The plastic is acid resistant and very strong but easy to drill with a hole saw for adding conduit fittings 
or battery filling tubes. The hydrogen vent fitting on the lid should be extended to the exterior of the 
building. 

Heavy Duty Plastic Battery Enclosures

Battery type Battery capacity Drain Dimensions 
(W" x L" x H") Item code

L16 4 No
33 X 14 x 22.5

048-04014
L16 4 Yes 048-04015
L16 8 No

33 X 27 x 22.5
048-04016

L16 8 Yes 048-04017
T105 4 No

32.5 x 12.5 x 17
048-04018

T105 4 Yes 048-04019
T105 8 No

32.5 x 23.5 x 17
048-04020

T105 8 Yes 048-04021

DPW Solar
POWER-FAB Pole-Mount Aluminum Battery Boxes
These side-of-pole mount aluminum NEMA 3R hinged door boxes from DPW Solar are available for 
several battery sizes and battery/equipment configurations. They are made-to-order from 0.125" 5052- 
H32 aluminum with white powder coating, and can be built to meet specific application requirements. 
The doors have padlock hasps and stainless steel continuous hinges. Each box has a removable control- 
mounting plate, screened vents, and two 7/8" diameter wire entrance holes.

DPW POWER-FAB Pole-Mount Battery Boxes

Battery type Part # Batteries 
spaces

Dimensions 
(D" x W" x H") Item code

27/30

BB1-8G30H-HC 1 9 x 16 x 20 048-04179
BB2-8G30H-HC 2 16 x 16 x 20 048-04188
BB4-8G30H-HC 4 16 x 16 x 34 048-04200
BB6-8G30H-HC 6 16 x 25 x 34 048-04201

Golf Cart GC2 BB2-6V/220AH-HC 2 14 x 18 x 22 048-04197

4D
BB1-8G4D-HC 1 12 x 24 x 22 048-04282
BB2-8G4D-HC 2 12 x 24 x 36 048-04291

8D
BB1-8G8D-HC 1 15 x 24 x 22 048-04285
BB2-8G8D-HC 2 15 x 24 x 36 048-04294
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DPW Solar POWER-FAB Chest-Style Battery Enclosures
Pad mount, chest style enclosures are manufactured with 0.125" 5052-H32 aluminum sheets. All die 
marks and welds are sanded smooth, and the boxes are finished with a reflective bright white polyester 
powder coat to minimize internal heat gain. All enclosures are provided with integrated louvers located 
to promote convective air flow through the enclosure to reduce internal temperatures and remove gasses. 
Filters are located over the louvers to keep out dust and insects. The filters are removable for cleaning 
or replacement. All standard enclosures are built to meet NEMA 3R specifications. Other sizes are avail-
able. Contact your AEE Solar Sales Representative for sizes not listed here.

DPW Solar POWER-FAB Chest-Style Battery Enclosures

Battery size Model Battery 
spaces Layout Dimensions  

(W" x L" x H", non-insulated)
Weight 

 (non-insulated)
Item code

Non-insulated Insulated

27/30

BB2-GRP30 2 2 x 1 16 x 16 x 16 26 lbs 048-04030 048-04033
BB4-GRP30 4 2 x 2 18 x 30 x 16 39 lbs 048-04031 048-04034

BB4-GRP30-1X4 4 1 x 4 16 x 34 x 16 37 lbs 048-04032 048-04035
BB6-GRP30 6 2 x 3 25 x 30 x 16 50 lbs 048-04140 048-04143
BB8-GRP30 8 2 x 4 30 x 33 x 16 60 lbs 048-04036 048-04043

BB12-GRP30-4X3 12 4 x 3 33 x 44 x 16 79 lbs 048-04038 048-04039

4D, 8D

BB2-8G8D 2 2 x 1 24 x 26 x 16 44 lbs 048-04057 048-04065
BB4-8G8D 4 2 x 2 26 x 46 x 16 68 lbs 048-04116 048-04119

BB4-8G8D-1X4 4 1 x 4 24 x 50 x 16 65 lbs 048-04066 048-04067
BB6-8G8D 6 2 x 3 38 x 46 x 16 90 lbs 048-04128 048-04131
BB8-8G8D 8 2 x 4 46 x 50 x 16 111 lbs 048-04068 048-04069

BB12-8G8D-4X3 12 4 x 3 50 x 68 x 16 150 lbs 048-04071 048-04078

Golf cart 
GC2

BB2-6V200 2 2 x 1 13 x 18 x 17 25 lbs 048-04074 048-04079
BB4-6V200-1X4 4 1 x 4 14 x 35 x 17 36 lbs 048-04076 048-04081

BB8-6V200 8 2 x 4 25 x 32 x 17 56 lbs 048-04152 048-04155
BB12-6V200-4x3 12 4 x 3 34 x 35 x 17 74 lbs 048-04084 048-04091
BB16-6V200-4X4 16 4 x 4 35 x 47 x 17 89 lbs 048-04040 048-04041

L-16, S460, 
S530

BB2-SS530 2 2 x 1 16 x 19 x 24 31 lbs 048-04088 048-04095
BB4-SS530-1X4 4 1 x 4 16 x 36 x 24 46 lbs 048-04096 048-04097

BB8-SS530 8 2 x 4 29 x 36 x 24 70 lbs 048-04158 048-04161
BB12-SS530-4X3 12 4 x 3 36 x 43 x 24 91 lbs 048-04171 048-04172
BB16-SS530-2X8 16 2 x 8 29 x 70 x 24 114 lbs 048-04176 048-04177
BB16-SS530-4X4 16 4 x 4 36 x 56 x 24 111 lbs 048-04178 048-04181
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Zephyr
Power Vent Battery Box Vent
Lead-acid batteries produce hydrogen gas when charging, but leaving a battery box lid open to vent gas 
in cold climates can reduce battery capacity. Proper venting and thermal management is especially impor-
tant when battery boxes are placed in basements, garages and sheds. As heat rises in the structure, a low 
pressure area forms around the battery box and pushes cool air into the box, which forces gases out and 
into the structure. The Power Vent controls battery box venting, removing hydrogen gas while reducing 
cold air infiltration into the box. The Power Vent contains a gravity operated damper that normally stays 
closed. When connected to a voltage-controlled relay, the fan operates only when the batteries are being 
charged and blows gas vapors out. Designed for battery banks under 2,200 Ah and charge rates under 
125 A. The fan can be operated from the auxiliary relay on high-end charge controllers or by a voltage 
controlled switch (see Converters and Controls). The 12 and 24 VDC units use 3 W and push air at 6 
CFM. They are 4" in diameter and 7.25" long with a 2" PVC pipe socket on the inlet and outlet. The 48 
VDC unit uses 6 W and pushes 8 CFM. It measures 4" in diameter and is 10" long, with a 3" PVC pipe 
socket on the inlet and outlet. 

Zephyr Power Vent Battery Box Vents
Description Item code

Power Vent 12 VDC 085-08205
Power Vent 24 VDC 085-08207
Power Vent 48 VDC 085-08209

QuickCote
Anti-Corrosion Protectant
QuickCote offers a complete acid neutralizing coating, formulated especially for battery terminals and 
exposed electrical connections. The 8-ounce can has a brush-on applicator that will give years of use 
and will not clog like aerosol coatings. 

QuickCote Anti-Corrosion Protectant
Description Item code

QuickCote 8oz 046-00195

Water Miser Battery Caps
Water Misers are molded plastic “flip-top” vent caps designed to reduce and ease maintenance on flooded 
lead-acid batteries. There is no need to remove the caps when charging, filling, or equalizing the batteries.
When charging, the plastic pellets capture up to 90% of the moisture and acid droplets. This reduces 
acid fumes and corrosion, and keeps the battery tops much cleaner and dryer. Excess water is dropped 
back into the battery cell. Water loss is reduced, which extends time between watering. These caps fit all 
batteries with standard bayonet caps.

Water Miser Battery Caps
Description Item code

Water Miser battery cap 040-09913




